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ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes, or

remodelers, are large protein assemblies that use the energy

from ATP hydrolysis to non-covalently modify the structure of

nucleosomes, playing a central role in the regulation of

chromatin dynamics. Our understanding of the mechanism and

regulation of this remodeling activity and the diversity of

products that chromatin remodelers can generate remains

limited, partly because very little structural data are available on

these challenging samples. Electron microscopy (EM) and

single-particle approaches have made inroads into the

structural characterization of a number of remodeling

complexes. Here I will review the work done to date, focusing

on functional insights we have gained from these structures.
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Introduction
ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes, also

known as chromatin remodelers, remodeling complexes

or simply remodelers, are large, multisubunit assemblies

that play a central role in the regulation of chromatin

dynamics. These complexes non-covalently modify the

structure of nucleosomes, the basic unit of DNA packa-

ging. All remodelers share the presence of a core catalytic

subunit whose ATPase domain is a member of the super-

family 2 (SF2) of DNA translocases [1]. Remodelers,

which are conserved from yeast to humans, are classified

into four families based on the nature of additional

domains/motifs present in their ATPase subunits. These

families are commonly referred to as SWI/SNF; ISWI;

Mi-2/CHD and SWR1/INO80 [2,3].

Remodelers are capable of generating a variety of reaction

products, both in vivo and in vitro. Among the reactions

identified so far are sliding of nucleosomes along DNA;
www.sciencedirect.com 
partial unwrapping of nucleosomal DNA; ejection of

H2A/H2B histone dimers; ejection of full octamers and

exchange of H2A/H2B and H2A.Z/H2B dimers, with

different remodelers giving rise to one or more of these

products [2,3]. Specific reactions can show further special-

ization depending on their biological context and the

remodeler(s) responsible for them; for example, members

of the SWI/SNF family slide nucleosomes along DNA to

randomize their positions while some members of the

ISWI family slide nucleosomes to evenly space them

[2,3]. How do remodeling complexes modify nucleosome

structure? How are such a variety of outcomes achieved?

How are these processes regulated? All of these questions

remain open and await, among other data, structural

information about the remodeling complexes and their

interactions with their substrates.

Remodeling complexes pose a number of challenges to

classical structural analysis by X-ray crystallography. First,

they are large: the simpler complexes weigh in at around

300 kDa and the larger ones reach 1.5 MDa in higher

eukaryotes [2,3]. Second, their composition can be quite

complex, with some remodelers containing up to 15

different subunits [2,3]. Finally, except for the smaller

chromatin remodelers, or core subassemblies of the larger

ones, remodelers have been refractory to reconstitution,

requiring instead their purification from native sources.

These properties make them particularly suitable to

electron microscopy (EM) and single-particle approaches

(see Box 2), where small sample size is not as limiting and

large molecular weight is an advantage. It is not surprising

then that all the structures available today of full remo-

delers have come from EM. Yet, these complexes remain

a major challenge for EM; all the reconstructions pub-

lished so far have resolutions lower than 20 Å. Despite

this limitation, which hardware and software advances in

EM should soon overcome, reconstructions of chromatin

remodelers have not only provided us with the first look at

these essential assemblies but have also yielded import-

ant functional insights into remodeling mechanisms.

Here I will review the major features of all the remodeler

structures published, focusing in particular on their func-

tional implications. I will divide the discussion in two

sections, corresponding to the two different families of

remodelers for which structures are available (SWI/SNF

and ISWI). There are currently no structures for chromatin

remodelers in the Mi-2/CHD and SWR1/INO80 families.

SWI/SNF family chromatin remodelers
The SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes are

large assemblies composed of 8–14 different subunits
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:709–718
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and they often exceed 1 MDa in molecular weight [2,3].

These chromatin remodelers exist in two forms in most

eukaryotes, with related ‘cores’ containing the catalytic

subunit and other conserved components [2,3]. The SWI/

SNF family of remodelers can catalyze a number of

different remodeling events, including octamer sliding

and ejection, in a variety of chromatin contexts and for

different purposes [2,3]. In contrast to ISWI remodeling

complexes (see below) SWI/SNF remodelers are not

involved in chromatin assembly.

Seven of the 10-chromatin remodeler structures reported

to date are for members of the SWI/SNF family, the first

group of remodeling complexes identified [4–6]. Of these

seven structures, two are of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevi-
siae SWI/SNF complex [7,8], four are of its close relative

the yeast chromatin remodeler RSC [9–11,12�] and the

remaining one is of the human RSC ortholog, PBAF [13].

SWI/SNF (SWItching and Sucrose Non-Fermenting) and

RSC (Remodel the Structure of Chromatin) are the two

forms of SWI/SNF remodeling complex found in the
Figure 1
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Electron microscopy reconstructions of SWI/SNF family chromatin remodeler

family: RSC (S. cerevisiae) in (a) [9]; (b) [10]; (c) [11] and (d) [12�]; SWI/SNF (S.

three panels, one for each type of remodeler. The reconstructions shown in sha

shown in yellow (d) are from frozen-hydrated samples. The circular images ar

reconstruction shown below them. The grey arrows point to densities that wer

orange asterisk indicates the proposed binding sites for the nucleosome in th

subunit of RSC (Sth1) was predicted to be located (b and d). The blue density

calculated between reconstructions with and without the nucleosome present [

from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature Structural Biology (2003) [7]; Nature St

the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (2007) [11]; Cop
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yeast S. cerevisiae. RSC is essential and about 10 times

more abundant than SWI/SNF [2,3]. Both complexes

contain a core catalytic subunit characterized by the

Swi2/Snf2 ATPase domain conserved among all chroma-

tin remodeler families as well as two additional domains (a

bromodomain and a helicase-SANT domain) that define

this specific family of remodelers [2,3]. RSC and its

orthologs in flies and humans stand out for containing

six bromodomains, either in a single subunit (flies and

humans) or distributed among several (yeast) [2,3]. Both

RSC and SWI/SNF contain the actin-related proteins

Arp7 and Arp9 [2,3]. The total number of subunits found

in RSC and SWI/SNF is 11 and 17, respectively, and both

complexes have molecular weights around 1.2 MDa [2,3].

RSC and SWI/SNF have been implicated in several DNA

transactions, including replication, transcription and

DNA repair but RSC appears to also play a role in aspects

of chromosome segregation [2,3]. PBAF (Polybromo and

BRG1-Associated Factors), the human ortholog of RSC,

has been implicated in a number of roles, including

differentiation, viral integration and tumor suppression

[2].
100Åosome)

(f)

SWI/SNF

100Å
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s. This figure shows reconstructions for three remodelers in the SWI/SNF

 cerevisiae) in (f) [7] and PBAF (human) in (e) [13]. The figure is divided into

des of blue were obtained from negatively stained samples (Box 1). Those

e experimental ‘class averages’ (Box 2) corresponding to the view of the

e seen to be conformationally flexibile in the different reconstructions. The

e different reconstructions. [Sth1] marks the densities where the ATPase

 in the reconstruction on the right in (d) is the result of a difference map

12�]. Scale bars are shown for each panel. Images adapted with permission

ructural and Molecular Biology (2007) [12�]; from Elsevier (2005) [13]; from

yright (2002) [9] and (2007) [10]; National Academy of Sciences, USA.
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Overall architecture
All four reconstructions of the RSC complex show a

similar C-shaped arrangement of four large globular

protein densities. These densities, typically linked by

narrower connections, surround a large central cavity with

dimensions compatible with those of a nucleosome

(Figure 1a–d). Three of these structures [9–11] were
Box 1 Negatively stained and frozen-hydrated samples in electron m

Single-particle reconstructions are typically generated from one of

two types of samples: frozen-hydrated samples, commonly referred

to as ‘cryo-EM’, or samples embedded in a heavy-atom stain, known

as ‘negatively stained’. The accompanying figure illustrates the

properties of these two types of samples. A small area of an EM grid

is shown on the left at the top of the figure with a microfabricated

carbon layer containing regular holes lying on top of the copper

mesh. A corner has been cut out on the right to show the profile of

the grid. The black circle shows the region used throughout the rest

of the figure to illustrate the different steps of sample preparation.

The ‘molecule’ is shown on the right at the top as a pyramid

containing an internal spherical density. (a)–(d) In a cryo-EM sample,

a suspension of the macromolecule of interest is applied to an EM

grid and, after blotting the excess solution to leave behind a very thin

layer of liquid (typically 100 nm or less) (a), the grid is rapidly plunged

into liquid ethane kept at liquid nitrogen temperature (b) [27].

Freezing occurs at a high enough rate that the aqueous solution is

vitrified before crystalline ice can form. Imaging results in molecules

that are darker than the surrounding vitrified ice (c) due to the higher

density of biological macromolecules relative to aqueous buffers. For

image processing, the contrast of the images is inverted to result in

lighter macromolecules on a darker background (d). Cryo-EM is

arguably the most physiological technique for imaging at high

resolution as it allows molecules to be studied under the same

conditions used in biochemical assays. The technique preserves the

structural integrity of the sample and all high-resolution EM

reconstructions have been obtained from frozen-hydrated samples

[25,26]. The drawback of cryo-EM samples is their low contrast

(compare (d) with (h)), which arises from the relatively small

difference in scattering cross-section between the macromolecule

and the surrounding solution. This is particularly challenging when

analyzing a novel macromolecule where no information is available to

validate the results from image processing. The solution to this

problem is to embed the sample in a heavy-atom salt, where the

much larger difference in scattering cross-section between the

macromolecule and the surrounding heavy atoms leads to higher

contrast. (e)–(h) Negative staining typically involves adsorbing the

sample to an EM grid coated with a thin layer of amorphous carbon

as the support (e, dark gray line) and replacing the aqueous buffer

with a heavy-atom salt solution (such as uranyl acetate or formate) (f)

[28]. After blotting excess stain, the sample is allowed to air dry,

resulting in a ‘cast’ of the heavy-atom salt punctuated by holes

created by the macromolecules (g). The images recorded represent

the shapes of these holes rather than the internal structure of the

macromolecules themselves (h), hence the ‘negative’ in negative

stain. Note that the spherical density inside the ‘molecule’, which is

not accessible to the stain, is not present in the image obtained using

negative stain (h) but does appear in the cryo-EM image (d). Imaging

of negatively stained samples results in molecules that are lighter

than the surrounding stain layer (h) due to the higher density of the

heavy-atom relative to atoms present in biological macromolecules.

Besides the non-physiological conditions  involved in negative

staining, its major drawback is the often-severe flattening of the

molecules that results from the air-drying of the sample (g). This

flattening can make refinement of the initial reconstructions to higher

resolution difficult if not impossible. A less widely used sample

www.sciencedirect.com 
solved from negatively stained samples (see Box 1) while

the fourth [12�] was obtained by refining one of the

original negative stain structures against data from a

frozen-hydrated, or ‘cryo-EM’, sample (see Box 1).

Different reconstruction methods have been used as well:

two initial structures were generated using random con-

ical tilt (RCT) [9,11] and one using the orthogonal tilt
icroscopy (EM)

preparation technique that combines the high contrast of a heavy-

atom solution with the preserving nature of vitrification is cryo-

negative staining, where the sample is frozen in a solution containing

a heavy-atom component [29].

EM grid “molecule”

Negative
stainCryo-EM

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

replace buffer
with stainfreeze

EM

invert
contrast EM

air dry
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reconstruction (OTR) method [10] (see Box 2). The main

difference among the negative stain reconstructions of

RSC is that those obtained with the RCT method show

the four densities occupying a single plane (Figure 1a and

c) while they occupy different ones in the structure

obtained using OTR (Figure 1b). The cryo-EM recon-

struction of RSC, obtained by refining the structure in

Figure 1a against data from a frozen-hydrated sample,

shows increased dimensionality with densities appearing

outside the single plane observed initially (compare

Figure 1a and d).

The PBAF complex, the human ortholog of RSC, also

showed a C-shaped architecture (Figure 1e). Although

some of its densities are more continuous with each other,

there are still four major features arranged around a large

central cavity (Figure 1e) [13].
Box 2 Three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction from electron microsco

The process of 3D reconstruction from EM images can be roughly

divided into three steps: (1) data acquisition, (2) 2D image processing

and (3) 3D reconstruction. The accompanying figure illustrates,

schematically, these different steps. A cryo-EM sample (a) (see Box 1)

is imaged in the electron microscope and micrographs are recorded

(b). Images of individual macromolecules are extracted from the

micrographs (c) and, through an iterative process, are sorted out into

groups (‘classes’) representing the different characteristic views of the

molecule (d). The images within a class can now be averaged to

generate ‘class averages’ that have a much higher signal-to-noise ratio

(e). In the final step, 3D reconstructions (f) are generated either from

each individual class average or by combining a number of class

averages together. A final step, the refinement of an initial 3D

reconstruction to higher resolution, is not shown in this figure. How

can 3D structures be obtained from 2D images? The combination of

the large depth of field of EMs and the thinness of the samples used

means that the images recorded are projections, that is, an integration

of the density of the sample along the direction of the electron beam.

As a consequence, structural EM can take advantage of the central

section theorem, which states that the Fourier transform of a projection

is equivale\nt to a central section, perpendicular to the projection

direction, through the 3D Fourier transform of the structure giving rise

to that projection (see [30,31] for in-depth discussions of this principle).

Stated in a different way, any EM image of a macromolecule is

equivalent to sampling a section of the 3D Fourier transform of that

molecule. It follows that if we have images representing many views of

the molecule we can fully sample its 3D Fourier transform and

therefore obtain its structure through an inverse Fourier transform. The

main challenge we face is determining the relative orientations of all

the images collected, which arise from macromolecules often adopting

(near) random orientations on the EM grid. Different reconstruction

methods use different approaches to get this information. I will briefly

describe the three methods available to obtain 3D reconstructions of

single particles (‘single particles’ refers to molecules that do not

arrange themselves into higher-order symmetric structures).

(1) Angular reconstitution (AR) [32], sometimes also referred to as

‘common lines’. AR is a mathematical method that relies directly

on the central section theorem: given that every projection is

equivalent to a central section through the 3D Fourier transform of

the molecule, it follows that the Fourier transforms of any two

projections must share one line in common, where they intersect.

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:709–718 
Surprisingly, the structures available for SWI/SNF bear

no similarity to RSC, despite the presence of several

homologous subunits [2,3] (Figure 1f). This striking dis-

similarity, observed both in the original negative stain

reconstruction of SWI/SNF [7] (Figure 1f) and a sub-

sequent refinement of this structure using data from

frozen-hydrated samples [8], remains puzzling. In fact,

one of the characteristic views (‘class averages’, see Box 2)

reported for the SWI/SNF complex (top of Figure 1f)

shows significant similarity to those reported for RSC (top

of Figure 1a–d), with the characteristic four large

densities surrounding a central cavity. The similarity is

even stronger between the SWI/SNF and PBAF class

averages (compare the top of Figure 1e and f). It remains

to be seen whether the apparent discrepancy between the

2D images and the 3D structures is the result of truly

different structures giving rise to similar-looking views or
py (EM) images

This line can be found analytically. AR uses a real space approach

to find this orientation, relying on the fact that any two 2D

projections of a given molecule will give rise to the same 1D

projection when projected in a direction perpendicular to their

common line. This common line can therefore be found by rotating

one projection relative to the other until their 1D projections match.

AR typically uses class averages (e) as the input data due to their

higher signal-to-noise ratio. One of the main challenges with AR is

that its implementation assumes that the projections whose

orientations must be determined are different views of the same

molecular species, an assumption that breaks down when

analyzing samples that suffer from any type of heterogeneity,

unless independent information is available to sort those species

out.

(2) Random conical tilt (RCT) [33]. RCT is a geometric method that

relies on our ability to tilt the stage of an electron microscope and

obtain two views of each molecule present in the sample, with these

views related by an angle that is set (and thus known) by the user. An

image is typically collected first at a high tilt (50–60-), followed by a

second one, of the same area, taken at 0-. (In the figure, this means

we would have a second set of molecular images where each is a

tilted counterpart of the images shown in (c)). Individual molecular

images from the 0- micrographs are used to generate class averages

(e). As a result of the rotations required to bring images into

alignment within a given class average, the high-tilt counterparts of

the 0- images effectively fan out in space and sample, due to the

central section theorem, a large portion of the 3D Fourier transform

of the molecule. A major limitation of RCT lies in our inability to collect

data beyond a certain tilt angle of the stage. As a result, a cone-

shaped portion of Fourier space, determined by the tilt angle used,

contains no information. This ‘missing cone’ problem results in

artifacts in the final reconstruction.

(3) Orthogonal tilt reconstruction (OTR) [34]. OTR uses a modified

data collection scheme to avoid the missing cone problem. The

first image is collected at 45- and the second one at S45-,
effectively obtaining two views of each molecule related by a 90-
angle. Once one set of images is aligned and sorted out into the

characteristic views of the sample, the other images effectively

constitute a set of 90- views, which fully sample the 3D Fourier

transform of the molecule and thus give rise to reconstructions with

no missing data.

www.sciencedirect.com
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an indication that actual structural similarities were lost

during 3D reconstruction due to the different approaches

used.

Nucleosome binding
The prominent cavities seen in the earlier RSC and

PBAF reconstructions (Figure 1a–c and e) seemed

sterically well suited to fit a nucleosome and were

proposed to be its binding site [9–11,13]. In the case

of RSC, the large potential interaction area between the

remodeling complex and the nucleosome would

account for the protection provided by the former in

DNase I footprinting assays [9,14]. Direct evidence for

nucleosome binding in the cavity came first in the form

of 2D image analysis of PBAF-nucleosome complexes

[13] and eventually in 3D when the first cryo-EM (see

Box 1) reconstructions of both RSC and a RSC–nucleo-

some complex were obtained by refining the original

negative stain structure (Figure 1a) [9] using cryo-EM

data (Figure 1d) [12�]. The extra density observed in
www.sciencedirect.com 
the RSC–nucleosome reconstruction (Figure 1d, right)

could not account for a full nucleosome, showing partial

density for both the DNA and one of the H2A/H2B

dimers [12�]. It was suggested that this partially

resolved density might be a result of the nucleosome’s

structure being altered by its interactions with RSC,

even under the no-ATP conditions used for this work

[12�]. The general orientation of the nucleosome in the

cryo-EM reconstruction was similar to that proposed in

previous models [9–11]. Furthermore, this orientation

suggested that the ATPase subunit of RSC, Sth1,

would be located in the upper-left density feature in

Figure 1d, in agreement with the location proposed for

a different RSC reconstruction, based on modeling of a

RSC–nucleosome complex (Figure 1b) [10].

The SWI/SNF complex lacks any cavities and nucleo-

some binding was proposed to occur on a large depression

on its surface whose dimensions could accommodate a

nucleosome [7,8] (Figure 1f).
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:709–718
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Figure 2
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Electron microscopy reconstructions of ISWI family chromatin remodelers. This figure shows reconstructions for three remodelers in the ISWI family:

(a) SNF2h, the ATPase subunit of ACF (human) [17��]; (c) a version of ISW1a (S. cerevisiae) lacking the ATPase domain of Isw1, its catalytic subunit

[18��] and (e) CHRAC (human) [20]. The figure also illustrates mechanisms proposed for SNF2h/ACF (b) and ISW1a (d) based on structural and other

biochemical data [18��]. The figure is divided into three panels, one for each type of remodeling complex. The structures of SNF2h (ACF panel) and

CHRAC were obtained from negatively stained samples while those of ISW1a(DATPase) are from frozen-hydrated samples (Box 1). The circular images

are experimental ‘class averages’ (Box 2), corresponding to the view of the reconstruction shown below them. (a, bottom row) Two views are shown of

a reconstruction consisting of two SNF2h monomers bound to a nucleosome. The atomic structure of the nucleosome (PDB 1KX5) was fitted into the

density by the authors [17��]. The SNF2h monomers bind to an area surrounding the superhelical locations (SHL) �2 and +2. (b) A proposed

mechanism for ACF’s nucleosome centering activity (compare (1) with (6)) (adapted from [17��]). The histone octamer is depicted as a yellow-sectioned

disk and DNA as black/gray tubing. The orange lines represent the histone H4 N-terminal tails, which have been shown to be recognized by and

modulate the activity of ISWI-type ATPases [35–41]. SNF2h is shown in either light or dark blue, representing inactive (nucleotide-free) and active

(nucleotide-bound) states, respectively. The expected location of the ATPase domain in the active monomer is marked with an asterisk. Red arrows

indicate the direction of DNA motion. Green arrows mark the position, and direction, of DNA translocation within the nucleosome. (2) Two ACF

monomers bind to a nucleosome; if a monomer containing ATP binds to its cognate histone H4 N-terminal tail and interacts with a longer DNA linker,

its translocation activity is stimulated, leading to DNA being drawn into the nucleosome from that linker. (3) DNA diffuses through the nucleosome and

emerges at the other end. (4) As the opposite linker becomes longer, the translocation activity of the second SNF2h is stimulated, resulting in

translocation in the opposite direction (5). This tug-of-war between the two SNF2h monomers results in a histone octamer centered in its DNA (6). The

contact between the two SNF2h monomers is hypothetical and was only included to symbolize communication between them. An alternative

mechanism is discussed in [17��]. (c, bottom row) Two different structures were solved from frozen-hydrated samples containing nucleosomes and

‘ISW1a(DATPase)’, a complex consisting of the C-terminal HAND-SANT-SLIDE (HSS) portion of the ATPase Isw1 and the accessory subunit Ioc3. In

the first structure (left), the nucleosome contained DNA linkers of 45 and 29 basepairs. A density was seen bridging these two DNA extensions where

ISW1a(DATPase) could be docked. The second structure (right) was obtained with nucleosomes containing a single 45 bp linker. In this case, a two-

fold symmetric structure was observed, mediated by two copies of ISW1a(DATPase) that had adopted a new orientation relative to the nucleosome.

The nucleosome dyad axis is shown with a green rod, its superhelical axis with a red rod and the twofold dyad axis of the dimeric particle with a black

rod. (d) The two modes of interaction between ISW1a(DATPase) and a nucleosome observed in the cryo-EM reconstructions as well as the interactions

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:709–718 www.sciencedirect.com
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Conformational flexibility
A remarkable common feature of the RSC and PBAF

reconstructions is the conformational flexibility exhibited

by these chromatin remodelers. In every single recon-

struction a domain was seen to adopt two or more con-

formations relative to the rest of the complex. In the case

of RSC, flexibility was observed in the bottom domain in

the reconstructions shown in Figure 1a, c and d [9,11,12�]
and in the right-most domain in the reconstruction shown

in Figure 1b [10]. In the case of PBAF, the top-left

density shown in Figure 1e was the flexible one [13].

(In all cases the flexible density is indicated with a gray

arrow.)

Although the biological significance of this conformation-

al plasticity remains a largely unexplored question, some

evidence suggests it may be involved in the regulation of

remodeling. The ‘closed’ conformation of RSC shown in

Figure 1c, where the flexible bottom density moved

closer to the others, was seen to be favored in the presence

of peptides mimicking an acetylated histone 3 tail [11], a

known activator of remodeling by RSC [15,16]. It was

suggested that this closing of the structure may increase

the affinity of RSC for the nucleosome in response to the

appropriate acetylation marks [11].

ISWI family chromatin remodelers
ISWI chromatin remodelers are significantly smaller than

those in the SWI/SNF family, containing only 2–4 sub-

units and having much lower molecular weights [2,3].

Some ISWI family members, though not all, have the

ability to evenly space nucleosomes in an array, in con-

trast to the randomizing activity of SWI/SNF remodelers;

as a result of this property, these ISWI remodeling com-

plexes promote chromatin condensation and gene silen-

cing [2,3]. ISWI remodelers are characterized by the

presence of one of two different catalytic subunits, both

containing the conserved Swi2/Snf2 ATPase domain as

well as the SANT and SLIDE domains that define the

family [2,3]. Higher eukaryotes form several ISWI-family

remodeling complexes by using a variety of accessory

subunits [2,3]. In addition to chromatin assembly, ISWI

remodelers have been implicated in both replication and

transcriptional regulation [2,3].
observed in the ISW1a(DATPase)-DNA co-crystal structure were used to pro

nucleosomes (1) and evenly space them (5). The depiction of nucleosomes an

represented in blue, with its HAND-SANT-SLIDE portion binding to linker DN

modeled as bound at superhelical location (SHL) �2/+2, as previously mappe

arrows indicate nucleosome movement. (2) ISW1a engages its substrate wit

where translocation will occur (the ‘mobile’ nucleosome); the HSS portion of I

‘static’ nucleosome, where no translocation occurs) and the Ioc3 subunit bri

the same time interacting with HSS. (2 and 3) The Isw1 ATPase translocates

DNA emerges at the distal linker in the mobile nucleosome [brown segment

translocation is blocked, resulting in a fixed DNA linker length between the 

dashed circle represents the contour of a nucleosome and indicates the prop

of the nucleosome. Images adapted with permission from Macmillan Publis
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The three available reconstructions for members of the

ISWI family of chromatin remodelers are from subassem-

blies of the yeast ISW1a (Imitation SWitch 1a) and human

ACF (ATP-dependent Chromatin assembly Factor)

remodelers and for the entire human CHRAC (CHRo-

matin Accessibility Complex) complex. The native ACF

and ISW1a complexes are made up of two subunits each

and have molecular weights of approximately 310 kDa

and 220 kDa, respectively [2,3]. CHRAC shares two

subunits with ACF (the catalytic subunit plus an acces-

sory one) and contains two additional small components

for a total molecular weight of approximately 345 kDa

[2,3]. ACF has been shown to play roles in replication;

ISW1a in transcription and CHRAC in chromatin assem-

bly [2,3].

Some of the most exciting results in terms of the mechan-

istic insights they have provided have come from recent

reconstructions of members of this family.

Nucleosome binding
Two structures of ISWI family members bound to nucleo-

somes have been solved: SNF2h, the catalytic subunit of

the human ACF complex [17��] and a subcomplex of the

yeast ISW1a chromatin remodeler, termed ISW1a(DAT-

Pase), consisting of the catalytic subunit Isw1 without its

ATPase domain and its accessory subunit Ioc3 [18��]
(Figure 2a and c). Although the full complexes will have

more interactions with the nucleosome than those seen in

the current structures, it is unlikely that these will be as

extensive as those observed or modeled for SWI/SNF

remodelers given the much larger size of the latter.

In the case of ACF, a small remodeler consisting of the

ATPase SNF2h and the accessory subunit Acf1, the

reconstruction, obtained from negatively stained samples

(Box 1) using the RCT method (Box 2), revealed two

SNF2h monomers bound to the nucleosome, following its

pseudo twofold symmetry (Figure 2a). As it had been

predicted from biochemical studies with the related yeast

ISW2 ATPase [19], each SNF2h monomer bound two

turns of DNA away from the dyad axis of the nucleosome,

at the superhelical (SHL) positions �2 or +2. The C-

terminal portion of SNF2h containing the HAND-
pose a model for ISW1a’s ability to take an array of randomly distributed

d the meaning of the red and green arrows are the same as in (b). Isw1 is

A and its ATPase domain (not present in the cryo-EM reconstructions)

d [19,42,43]. The accessory Ioc3 subunit is shown in orange. The yellow

h a number of interactions: the ATPase domain binds to the nucleosome

sw1 binds to the DNA linking this nucleosome to the neighboring one (the

dges this same DNA to the distal linker in the static nucleosome while at

 DNA from the linker joining the mobile and static nucleosomes and this

 in (4)]. Once the static nucleosome reaches the Ioc3 subunit (4) further

two nucleosomes (5). (e) A view of the reconstruction of CHRAC. The

osed interaction between CHRAC and one of the disk-like histone faces

hers Ltd.: Nature (2009) [17��] and (2011) [18��].
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SANT-SLIDE domain, a signature motif of ISWI family

ATPases involved in binding both histones and DNA

[2,3], was not visible in the structure and neither were the

DNA linkers to which it binds [17��]. The SNF2h-

nucleosome reconstruction was accompanied by exten-

sive biochemical and biophysical studies that indicated

that several properties of SNF2h (and ACF) were de-

pendent on its nucleotide state: its interaction with the

histone H4 N-terminal tail, a known ligand; the binding

of the ATPase to the SHL+/� 2 positions and co-oper-

ativity of nucleosome binding by the two SNF2h mono-

mers [17��]. The combination of the structure and the

biochemical and biophysical studies suggested a mech-

anism that accounts for ACF’s ability to generate arrays of

evenly spaced nucleosomes (discussed in the next sec-

tion).

The work on ISW1a involved a series of crystallographic

and cryo-EM structures: crystal structures were solved for

ISW1a(DATPase) alone and bound to DNA and cryo-EM

reconstructions were obtained for ISW1a(DATPase)

bound to two types of nucleosomes differing in their

DNA linkers [18��]. The most striking observation was

that ISW1a(DATPase) interacted with the nucleosome in

different ways depending on these linkers. The sample

containing a nucleosome with two linkers (of 45 and

29 bp) resulted in a monomeric ISW1a(DATPase)-

nucleosome species (Figure 2c, left side) while that

containing a nucleosome with a single linker (of 45 bp)

resulted in a dimeric species where two nucleosomes

were bridged by two copies of ISW1a(DATPase)

(Figure 2c, right side). Surprisingly, in this configuration

ISW1a(DATPase) adopted an orientation relative to its

proximal nucleosome reversed from that seen in the

monomeric species (Figure 2c, bottom). In both struc-

tures, the interactions between ISW1a(DATPase) and the

nucleosome are restricted to the linker DNA and the

region immediately adjacent to the DNA entry site

(Figure 2c, bottom).

The cryo-EM reconstructions suggested that ISW1a(-

DATPase) was capable of two modes of interaction with

a nucleosome and, because of the bridging observed in

both the ISW1a(DATPase)-DNA co-crystal structure and

the dimeric cryo-EM reconstruction (Figure 2c, right),

that it could bind two DNA linkers at once. On the basis

of these and other biochemical data [18��], a mechanism

has been proposed for ISW1a’s nucleosome-spacing

activity that uses a fundamentally different strategy from

that of ACF (discussed in the next section).

The third member of the ISWI family for which a

structure has been reported is human CHRAC [20]

(Figure 2e). This reconstruction was obtained in the

absence of a nucleosome, from a negatively stained

sample (Box 1) and using in part a common lines approach

to generate the initial model (Box 2). The CHRAC
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2011, 21:709–718 
remodeling complex contains four different subunits:

SNF2h; Acf1; CHRAC15 and CHRAC17 [2,3]. The re-

construction shows a solid volume with no cavities or

holes (Figure 2e). On the basis of the surface comple-

mentarity between the reconstruction and a nucleosome

and other steric considerations, it was suggested that one

of the larger surfaces of the complex would bind to the

nucleosome via one of its flat histone faces (Figure 2e,

dashed circle). This contrasts with the mode of binding

observed with SNF2h and ISW1a(DATPase), where con-

tacts are mainly limited to the DNA edges rather than the

flat histone faces (Figure 2a and c). Given that ACF and

CHRAC share both SNF2h and Acf1, it is most likely that

they will have similar interactions with their substrate.

Which portion of the CHRAC complex is involved in

interacting with the nucleosome therefore remains to be

established.

Different strategies for spacing nucleosomes
The remodeling mechanisms proposed for SNF2h [17��]
and ISW1a [18��] both achieve the same goal — to space

nucleosomes evenly — but involve very different strat-

egies (Figure 2b and d).

In the SNF2h model, two SNF2h monomers bind to each

nucleosome but only one of them contains ATP; this

monomer in turn binds to its cognate histone H4 N-

terminal tail and to its corresponding DNA linker

(Figure 2b, (2)–(5)). One of the cornerstones of this model

is that longer DNA linkers stimulate the ATPase/trans-

location activity of SNF2h [21–24]. This results in a tug-

of-war between the two SNF2h monomers; while mono-

mers continuously sample their DNA linkers, DNA is

translocated mainly from the longer one as a consequence

of its activating its associated ATPase. The end product

of this arrangement is a nucleosome with DNA linkers of

similar length or an array of evenly spaced nucleosomes

(Figure 2b, (6)).

In contrast to the competition model proposed for

SNF2h, the ISW1a model involves a direct measurement

of the distance between nucleosomes by the remodeling

complex, using its own physical dimensions as the ruler

(Figure 2d). This is accomplished by having both the

HAND-SANT-SLIDE domain of the Isw1 ATPase as

well as its associated subunit Ioc3 bind to the linker

connecting the nucleosome where DNA translocation

takes place to its neighbor, which is being drawn closer

as a consequence of this translocation (Figure 2d, (2)–(4)).

Once this linker reaches the target length, ISW1a

becomes its own physical barrier to further translocation

(Figure 2d, (4)).

Concluding remarks
Chromatin remodeling complexes are challenging

samples for structural characterization due to a combi-

nation of size, complexity, conformational flexibility and a
www.sciencedirect.com
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limitation in the amount of material available due to the

frequent need to purify them from native sources. EM and

single-particle methods have made inroads into this area by

providing the first views of the general architecture of

several of these large assemblies. In some cases, particu-

larly with the ISWI family chromatin remodelers, a com-

bination of revealing structures and functional assays has

yielded important insights into remodeling mechanisms.

Among the landmarks in EM reconstruction of remodel-

ing complexes that one would hope to see in the near

future are: first, obtaining structures that reach ‘molecu-

lar’ resolution (better than 10 Å) where secondary struc-

ture elements become visible and make structure

validation easier by docking available crystal structures

into EM densities; second, in the case of the larger

complexes, mapping of the different components into

the EM maps where their locations, relative to each other

and the nucleosomal substrate, will provide new func-

tional information; third, analyzing, qualitatively and

quantitatively, under cryo-EM conditions, the confor-

mational flexibility some of these complexes appear to

exhibit and its dependence on nucleotide state and sub-

strate characteristics to begin elucidating its functional

significance and fourth, generating the first reconstruc-

tions of chromatin remodelers in the Mi-2/CHD and

SWR1/INO80 families. The accelerating pace of tech-

nical improvements in EM, both at the hardware and

software levels, which have already made atomic resol-

ution a reality [25,26] should make many of these goals

attainable.
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